The artificial intelligence (AI) of Non-Player Companions (NPC), especially opponents, is a key element to adjust the level of games in game design. Smart opponents can make games more challenging as well as allow players for diverse experiences, even in the same game environment. Since game users interact with more than one opponent in most of today's games, collaboration control of opponent characters becomes more important than ever before. In this paper, we introduce a cooperative strategy based on the A* algorithm for enemies' AI in the Pac-Man game. A survey from 17 human testers shows that the levels with our collaborative opponents are more difficult but interesting than those with either the original Pac-Man's personalities or the non-cooperative greedy opponents.
Introduction
Designing behavior patterns of NPCs is a crucial issue in the game level design.
Intelligent opponents deliver more fun to game users and make them more absorbed in the game play. In most of trendy video games, players are to fight against several opponent NPCs at a time. Thus using collaborative AI for opponent characters becomes more important and interesting in the game design.
In the last decades, cooperative AI strategies have been studied in the context of automatic control of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [1] . In the computer game design, however, little of them has been utilized so far, thus both game designers and users feel the more and more necessity of smart AI of multiple enemies to maximize the variation of levels and to deliver more users' fun.
In this note, we propose a simple but effective collaborative strategy of multiple opponents and test our approach in a simplified version of the Pac-Man game (Namco 1980). We chose this game as a test-bed since its game environment is simple and similar to that of "Predator/Prey" pursuit problem, which is widely used for illustration of techniques of MAS; The domain is just an orthogonal grid-based connected graph, and one player character, Pac-Man, has a goal to collect all dots, called pallets, avoiding four enemies, called ghosts.
To help the four ghosts cooperatively capture the Pac-Man, we implemented a centralized system for controlling all the ghosts. At every moment, the controller decides whether the player is inside a tetragon formed by the ghosts and thus surrounded by them (Siege mode) or not (Free mode).
Depending on the mode, the central supervisor assigns an appropriate target spot to each ghost, so as to not only keep this sieging situation but also efficiently threaten and kill the Pac-Man.
Using a survey from 17 human testers, we evaluate the effectiveness of our strategy. The levels with our collaborative opponents are more difficult but interesting than those with either the original Pac-Man's personalities or the non-cooperative greedy opponents. cooperative strategy, we use 17 human players and examine a survey from their feedback instead of using prey AIs as in [8, 9] . Most players felt the levels with our collaborative opponents more difficult but interesting than those with either the original Pac-Man's personalities or the non-cooperative greedy opponents.
Related Works

Cooperative Strategy
We The last ghost draws a vector from the first ghost to the location two points ahead of the Pac-Man, doubles it, and takes as the target point the location the extended vector points at.
In fact, there are three modes, called chase, scatter, and frightened, in the original version of the game, but we focus on chase mode only described above, because its duration time is the most relevant factor for the level adjustment.
Such original mechanism is equipped with a certain degree of collaboration of ghosts, but stronger cooperation of ghost team would provide more fun to advanced users. Hence, in this section, we will introduce a new strategy for the ghost team that can ameliorate the ghosts performance.
Centralized System
We model a centralized system for first monitoring the current status and then controlling all the ghosts' movement. As a preprocessing step, the system computes the shortest-distance action tables by A* algorithm for all the maps that output an optimal action to go from A to B along the shortest path in a given map. Referring to this table, the controller and the ghosts can determine which ghost is nearest to a given point and what is the next position nearest to the assigned target point.
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Free Mode
In Free mode, the centralized controller helps the ghosts make a siege more effectively and quickly, but the specific value of 4 used here is empirically determined for the best result in our settings, thus needs revision depending on the size and the structure of the mazes.
Siege Mode
Siege 
Experiments & Results
To To get more realistic results, we used 17
human players for the test, instead of Pac-Man AIs used in [8, 9] . We taught them how to play the Pac-Man game, but we did not notify the purpose of this test. We asked them to successively play 9 levels given in a random order. The type of selected AI was not exposed to the subjects in each trial to prevent them from trying to learn and predict ghosts' behavior patterns.
In each level, the player and the ghosts start at random points. The player is to avoid the ghosts and collect 10 pellets. If the player is killed four times, the ghosts win the game, but if all pellets are eaten by the player, the player wins the game. We set the speed of the ghosts slightly slower than the Pac-Man's, in order to make the ghosts catch the player only with cooperative tactics.
After each level ends, information of subject's play was automatically logged, and the questionnaire [ Fig. 6 ] is given to be completed, that is designed to qualitatively evaluate three kinds of aspects: difficulty, interestingness, and teamwork of ghosts. 
Objective Performance
Based on the logs of the players, we first examine the objective measurements of the levels. Three types of data are extracted for measuring the difficulty of a level.
The first is the winning rate of the players at the level, being lower for the more difficult level. As shown in [Table 1 ], the subject players felt our ghost team most difficult in every map; the players obtained the lowest winning rate when our ghost AI was adopted.
The fact that the subject players felt our ghost team most difficult in every map is also ensured in [Table 2] and [Table 3 [ These tables show that in every map our cooperative units were much harder than the original ghosts or the non-cooperative greedy ghosts for the player to win the games. The original ghosts outperform the non-cooperative greedy ghosts, enlightening the importance of collaborative strategies.
Interestingly, in both original AI and our strategy, the difficulty decreases as the complexity of the maze increases, which implies that the effect of collaboration and threatening reduces in a more complex maze.
Compared with the original ghosts against which every player won in Maze C, our collaborative strategy gave reasonable difficulties to the players in all mazes.
Subjective Performance
Based on the questionnaire data, we now investigate the subjective evaluation of the levels. After each level, the questionnaire window shows up to be filled in. A questionnaire set includes three kinds of questions, to which answers are in five-point scales.
1) Difficulty: [ Table 4 ] shows the difficulty evaluation of the players for each level. As expected, our cooperative strategy is regarded as making the levels most difficult. Again, the original ghosts scored higher than the greedy team did in every level, which supports that users have difficulty in playing against collaborative tactics.
2) Interestingness:
The next question is to measure how much fun the users had. As shown in [Table 5 ], the subject gamers 3) Teamwork: Lastly, the testers were to evaluate the collaboration of ghosts. As seen in [Table 6 ], the greedy ghost team was rated as the worst cooperative team for every level.
In addition, compared to the original ghost team, our ghosts obtained the same score in Maps A and B, but much higher score in Map C. As noticed above, it is interesting that the more sophisticated the maps become, the weaker the original AI's teamwork becomes, while our ghosts demonstrated strong teaming even in the most complicated maze, Map C.
Conclusions & Future Work
In this note, we suggest a method for 
